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The system contributes to the reduction of your environmental

footprint. Your company will protect the environment for

chemicals and contamination, reduce the irresponsible

consumption of freshwater, protect the employees for harmful

odors and as the icing on the cake, get a greener business and

reputation. 

Save costs of: freshwater, wastewater discharge, sludge

removal and disposal, chemicals, purchase and maintenance of

an oil skimmer. You can lease the system and make profit from

day one. 

The system recycles 100% of drained wastewater. The quality

of the recycled water is excellent - it is as clear as drinking

water. The material composition ensures a long life time and

flexibility of the system.

You can control the system online from any PC. The control

program collects data (e.g. the quantity of recycled water,

freshwater consumption), which you can use to document the

reduction of your company's environmental footprint. Thanks to

our online service and error videos, we can help you

immediately and ensure a problem-free operation of your

system.

The system is fully automatized and your attention is almost not

required. It will regulate the important parameters. The water

should never be replaced. The unit can be moved if needed.

Y O U R  A D V A N T A G E S  

SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION 

COST-SAVINGS

EFFICIENT

INTELLIGENT & RELIABLE

MINIMAL MAINTENANCE & MOBILE 



A solution that provides the same excellent water quality every time.
A greener profile that connects to 7 of the Sustainable Development Goals.  
A user-friendly control program, which ensures high operational reliability.
Documentation for the reduction of your company's environmental footprint (saved freshwater,
recycled water, saved discharge, etc.).
Minimal operational costs and a control over them.
Attractive cost-savings.
An opportunity to demonstrate that you contribute to a more sustainable industry.
An opportunity to communicate a green message/story (e.g. in marketing, on social media, as a
sticker on your trucks).
1 year guarantee and a service contract, that ensure a problem-free operation of your system.

"I definitely recommend Cleantech Aqua to
to everyone who wants to reduce the use of
freshwater. In the past, we had used 9.157 m3
of freshwater every year to wash our buses.
After we got the system, we have been able
to reduce the freshwater consumption down
to 458 m3 per year. Until now, we have saved
403.361 EURO and 87.993 m3 of freshwater.
The system has been in a constant operation
for 9,5 years and there were just a few
smaller reparations. There is no daily
maintenance, I only clean a strainer every
friday."
- Mogens Carlsen, Bus Mechanic in Keolis

"We wash many tanker trucks every day.
Therefore, it definitely makes sense that we
get the dirty water treated and use it again
and again. With the recycling system, we
reduce our freshwater consumption and get
a greener profile. At the same time, we save
quite a lot on our water bill. In the past three
years, we have saved about 17.800 m3 of
freshwater and 88.320  EURO. 
And furthermore, it is really smart that you
can always follow the operation of the
system online in the control program."
- Preben Hansen, Owner and Director in
Demstrup Autotransport

OUR CUSTOMERS SPEAK FOR US

WHAT DO YOU GET WITH CLEANTECH AQUA A/S? 


